INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Our ability to control and engineer intracellular biological processes is hampered by stochastic gene expression (or "noise") resulting from the dynamic and heterogeneous cell environment. Heterogeneity resulting from multiple stochastic processes including intracellular gene expression, cell to cell signaling, and environmental factors propagates up to populations of cells, tumors, and tissue patterning.[@c1] Future bioengineering of living systems will require the establishment of fundamentals and tools to cope with, exploit, design, and engineer stochasticity.

To date, noise in gene expression has been studied for its sources[@c4] and consequences in the decision-making of diverse organisms across all kingdoms of life.[@c2] Most recently, these fundamentals have been modeled and applied towards the active manipulation and control of noise for biasing stochastically driven systems into a desired state. These include synthetic gene circuits with multiple inputs,[@c5] fitness levels of yeast challenged by fluctuating environments,[@c7] competence state in *Bacillus subtilis*,[@c8] commitment of yeast to the phosphate starvation program,[@c9] modifying ribosomal binding sites to control *Escherichia coli* noise,[@c10] cell-free gene expression systems with controlled reaction volumes,[@c11] epigenetic states of embryonic stem cells,[@c12] and exogenous control of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) gene expression with noise modulating compounds.[@c14] This study investigates tuning gene expression noise of a promoter by dose- and time-dependent treatment of multiple drugs that target the Brahma-associated factor (BAF) nucleosome remodeling complex.

Promoter nucleosome occupancy has been linked to stochastic gene expression in eukaryotes.[@c16] Members of the SWI/SNF (SWItching/Sucrose Non-Fermenting) nucleosome remodeling complex family such as BAF and Polybromo-associated BAF (PBAF) are integral to chromatin remodeling and transcriptional regulation of development and pluripotency.[@c17] They are also involved in HIV[@c18] and are found to be heavily enriched with mutations in cancer.[@c20] Investigations reveal that BAF nucleosome positioning of a proviral nucleosome (nuc-1) downstream of the transcriptional start site of the HIV long terminal repeat (LTR) promoter represses transcription.[@c18] Silencing RNA targeting of specific BAF subunits leads to positional relaxation of nuc-1 and reactivation of latent HIV.[@c18] In addition, investigations of the HIV LTR show that common chromatin modifiers, noise enhancement, and synergistic reactivation of the latent viral state are closely related.[@c14]

In a recent study, BAF inhibitors (BAFis), Pyrimethamine (PYR) and Caffeic acid phenethyl ester (CA or CAPE), were shown to synergize reactivation of latent HIV with transcriptional activators.[@c22] Consistent with previous studies of HIV drug synergies, this suggests that BAF inhibitors may provide a novel drug class to enhance and finely tune transcriptional noise of the LTR promoter.[@c14] Here, we investigate if BAF inhibition and modification of nucleosome occupancy patterning provide a mechanism for tunable control of gene expression fluctuations generated from the HIV promoter. We find that BAFis can independently modulate the transcriptional initiation rate (burst frequency) and the transcriptional burst size. Combining CA with a class of transcriptional activators, Protein Kinase C agonists (PKCas), like tumor necrosis factor (TNF) alpha, Prostratin, or Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), we observe an additional increase in the translational burst size. When combined with PYR, a three-drug cocktail simultaneously modulates the transcriptional burst size and frequency along with the translational burst size. Noise modulation is demonstrated with a fold-change increase of ∼45--63× in variance and ∼1.4× in transcriptional burst frequency in a dose dependent manner.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

The 2-state model for episodic transcription {#s2A}
--------------------------------------------

The LTR promoter has been investigated for its episodic or burst noise and role in viral decision-making between latent and active production states.[@c14] Episodic transcription of the promoter has been described quantitatively by a simplified 2-state model of promoter activity[@c23] \[Fig. [1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. The 2-state model consists of the promoter in an OFF state, with RNA polymerase II stalled behind a nucleosome stabilized by the BAF remodeling complex, and an ON state, initiated at a rate k~on~, in which multiple pol II are released to transcribe before the promoter decays back to the inactive state at a rate k~off~. k~on~ is also known as the burst frequency (F). Transcription occurs in the ON state at a rate k~m~, and the number of mRNA produced per activity pulse of the promoter (T~on~ = 1/k~off~) is defined as the transcriptional burst size (B = k~m~\*T~on~ = k~m~/k~off~). Translation occurs at a rate k~p~, and the burst of proteins translated per mRNA lifetime is defined as the translational burst size (b = k~p~/γ~m~), with γ~m~ being the decay rate for messenger RNA (mRNA). For this model, the following equations for the expression noise magnitude, quantified by the coefficient of variation squared (CV^2^ = σ^2^/⟨P⟩^2^), show that modulation of noise and mean protein abundance can occur by changing B, F, and/or b (Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"})[@c9] $$\left\langle P \right\rangle = \frac{bBF}{\gamma_{P}},$$ $${CV}^{2} = \frac{\gamma_{P}\left( b + 1 \right)B}{BbF} \approx \frac{\gamma_{P}}{F}.$$Here, the promoter is assumed to be at low activity levels where (i) k~off~ ≫ k~on~, (ii) k~off~ ≫ k~m~, (iii) k~off~ ≫ γ~p~, (iv) k~m~ ≫ (γ~m~ + γ~p~), and (v) the approximation in [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"} holds for b ≫ 1.

![One- and two-input gene expression noise generation by modulating transcription and translation. (a) Illustration of the 2-state model of a slow switching gene promoter between the "on" state (with active transcription) and the "off" state (without transcription). The effect of changing the mRNA burst size "B" (No. of mRNA produced per "on" state cycle), the protein burst size "b" (No. of proteins produced per mRNA lifetime), and/or the burst frequency "F" (rate of promoter initiation into the "on" state) of the cell population. (b) Stochastic simulations for the gene circuit in panel (a) using the Gillespie algorithm[@c53] and parameters ([supplementary material](ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/apl_bioengineering/E-ABPID9-2-007802) and Ref. [@c23]). Distributions of cells according to their protein abundance under different conditions and changes in B, b, and/or F are plotted. (c) Change in the noise magnitude (measured by the coefficient of variation squared, CV^2^) versus mean protein abundance (⟨P⟩) and fold change in variance versus mean protein abundance, under the same labeled conditions across each row in (b).](ABPID9-000002-026106_1-g001){#f1}

According to these expressions, the increase in abundance while conserving a constant noise level would indicate the increase in the burst size of either transcription (B) or translation (b), increased variance, and constant burst frequency (F).[@c11] The increase in protein abundance with a constant burst size (B and b) would indicate the increase in burst frequency (F) and constant variance, with noise inversely proportional to mean protein abundance.[@c23]

Noise modulation at levels of transcription and translation requires multiple signaling inputs to control each noise source.[@c6] Stochastic simulations demonstrate how the LTR promoter can increase expression from an untreated state to the same mean abundance with different levels of noise by changing B, F, or b \[Figs. [1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and Eq. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]. In addition, simultaneously modulating either two or all three noise "dials" can hypothetically cover a large range of noise phase space (e.g., B + b, B + F, or B + b + F) \[Fig. [1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\].[@c6]

A recent drug screen detected a subset of small molecule compounds that target the BAF nucleosome remodeling complex.[@c32] Two of the leading compounds, PYR and CA, shown to degrade the BAF250a subunit,[@c22] were further characterized to target the HIV promoter and activate latent HIV-1 in Jurkat T-cell lines.[@c22] In addition, another recent study demonstrates that BRD4 promotes HIV-1 latency by binding the BAF250a and BRG1 subunits.[@c33] Consistent with this study, Rafati *et al.* demonstrate nucleosome relaxation, LTR promoter activation, and latent reactivation of full-length HIV by silencing with siBAF250a.[@c18] Collectively, these studies motivate the hypothesis that *exogenous drug treatments inhibiting BAF nucleosome remodeling can be used to precisely and finely tune the noise of LTR gene expression.*

BAFi compounds can orthogonally tune the burst size and frequency in a dose responsive manner {#s2B}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although both PYR and CA target and degrade BAF250a, they are different in that CA has been reported to sequester nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) to the cytoplasm and inhibit both the DNA-binding and transcriptional activity of nuclear factor of activated T-cells (NFAT) \[Fig. [2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\].[@c34] Both NF-κB and NFAT are potent activators of the LTR and integral to transcriptional initiation of latent HIV.[@c36] To measure gene expression noise with the two BAF inhibitor compounds, we performed dose dependent treatments of clonal populations of Jurkat T-cells integrated with the HIV LTR driving a destabilized d2GFP (LTR-d2GFP or Ld2G). Cells were treated with PYR and CA for 24 h, and noise was quantified using flow cytometry[@c14] \[Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, Methods section\]. The BAFi compounds display distinct, continuous, and dose-dependent noise modulating trends: CA increases both mean fluorescence and variance in tandem while conserving a strictly constant noise level \[Figs. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Lethality has been reported at high CA concentrations of more than 20--30 *μ*M,[@c37] but cells exposed to concentrations of up to 6 *μ*M remained viable and display shifts in mean fluorescence (⟨FL⟩), which yield a ratio of B~CA~/B~Untreated~ = ∼2.6 using Eq. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"} with constant CV^2^ and F. In contrast, PYR follows a constant B model line \[Eq. [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"}\], with a 1/⟨FL⟩ dependence expected for a pure increase in k~on~ or F by an activator \[Figs. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [2(d)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and Eq. [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"}\].[@c23] The dose response data result in a maximum of F~PYR~/F~Untreated~ = ∼1.44 using Eq. [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The results suggest that although both drugs target degradation of BAF250a and regulate nucleosome occupancy in the LTR, PYR and CA provide orthogonal tuning of episodic transcriptional bursts---PYR tunes F, while CA tunes B \[Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and Eqs. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]. NF-κB and NFAT are among the major activating transcription factors binding κB binding sites on the LTR promoter.[@c38] Inhibiting these initiation factors decreases transcriptional initiation, limits the increase in F with CA inhibition of BAF (as observed with PYR), and results in constant F with increasing B (compared to noise of the untreated promoter).

![Pyrimethamine increases the LTR transcriptional burst frequency, while Caffeic acid phenethyl ester increases the transcriptional burst size. (a) Schematic of BAF inhibitor treatments on the HIV LTR promoter. Both Pyrimethamine (PYR) and Caffeic acid phenethyl ester (CA) degrade the BAF250a subunit, but CA is also known to inhibit activation through NF-κB and NFAT pathways. Inhibition of the BAF250a subunit relieves nucleosome occupancy upstream of the HIV LTR promoter and enables initiation of transcription. (b) Addition of increasing concentrations of PYR to a Ld2G isoclone follows a stable burst size model line with increasing frequency (fold increase = 1.44×) as noise decreases and d2GFP fluorescence increases. Addition of varying concentrations of CA to the same isoclone increases fluorescence with a constant noise level. (c) GFP fluorescence increase with CA treatment and constant noise is maintained by increasing variance up to 8× at concentrations above 1.5 *μ*M CA. (d) GFP fluorescence peaks at a concentration of about 5 *μ*M PYR, and the noise decreases with the increasing concentration. Variance remains constant with no increase with increasing concentrations of PYR. PYR follows a model of pure burst frequency modulation through BAF inhibition. (e) Combination treatment of CA+PYR displays an additive increase in both the burst size and the frequency, suggesting non-antagonistic drug activity. (f) Three isoclones of LTR-d2GFP (Iso 70, 20, and 41) show consistent shifts in noise with PYR, CA, and PYR+CA addition. The burst size and frequency change depending on differences in the clonal integration site on the high or low end of gene expression. All measurements were performed in duplicate with the mean and standard error plotted. The panel legend is applicable to the treatments of each of the three isoclones.](ABPID9-000002-026106_1-g002){#f2}

CA and PYR are non-antagonistic and additively tune the burst size and frequency across multiple integration sites {#s2C}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the ability to tune both F and B simultaneously, we treated cells with combinations of PYR and CA in three different LTR-d2GFP isoclone populations named iso 70 (blue), iso 20 (black), and iso 41 (red) \[Figs. [2(e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. If treatments are non-antagonistic in their mechanisms for tuning noise, the combination of PYR and CA would independently tune F and B, respectively. PYR alone increases frequency, and despite common inhibition of BAF250a, an interaction with CA is undetected with noise shifts indicating additive B + F \[Fig. [2(e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. CA, PYR, and CA + PYR were added for 24 h to Ld2G iso 20, which was selected for its midrange expression level in a previously generated clonal library \[Figs. [2(e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\].[@c23] For this clonal population, PYR consistently increased F with constant B. The combination of CA + PYR revealed an expected "slide" down the increased B model line following treatment with CA,[@c23] suggesting that the control of the burst frequency and size by each compound is non-antagonistic and additive for simultaneous tuning of B + F in promoter noise \[Fig. [2(e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Two additional isoclones on extreme ends of the fluorescence range in the clonal library were tested to show conservation of noise shifts with treatments across integration sites \[Fig. [2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. For CA treatment, B consistently increased with the highest shift in the lower abundance clone (Ld2G iso 70). Shifts for F and B + F were also fairly consistent across the isoclone expression range. Integration site differences suggest that the previously characterized integration site landscape for episodic transcription of the LTR constrains noise control in F-dominated (low abundance) and B-dominated (high abundance) regimes of the human genome.[@c23] This suggests that the highly expressed iso 41 is already saturated in both F and B and cannot increase F further.[@c23]

CA treatment demonstrates time-dependent regimes of noise tuning {#s2D}
----------------------------------------------------------------

To examine whether noise tuning with PYR and CA treatments is monotonic with treatment duration times, we performed time-dependent measurements. Previous concentration-dependent tuning of noise resulted in steady state noise modulation after 24 h, yet it is unknown if CA and PYR treatment durations at a constant concentration result in continuous transient shifts in noise or if non-continuous tuning occurs at specific treatment durations. If dynamic modulation of BAF is continuous with time, time-dependent BAFi treatments would be equivalent to dose-dependent trends quantified for different concentrations (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Time-dependent treatments and measurements using flow cytometry were performed with 2 *μ*M CA, as 1--3 *μ*M was sufficient to saturate the increase in abundance and B observed in Fig. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} \[Figs. [3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Despite averaging three separate ensemble flow cytometry measurements, treatment durations for 0--5 h exhibited vertical oscillations of noise caused by oscillating variance at a constant mean abundance. The averaging of three independent and unsynchronized measurements dampened independent oscillation trends (Fig. S1). Extended treatment durations of 5--24 h show a steady increase in both abundance and variance \[Figs. [3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and S1\], where B increases with a decrease in F \[Fig. [3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\], ending with a decay of noise back to constant untreated (t = 0) noise levels along an increased and constant B model line (upper dashed line).

![BAF inhibitor CA oscillates noise before increasing the burst size. (a) 24 h time-dependent CA treatment at different intervals reveals noise oscillations with a constant fluorescence level for treatment durations below 5 h. At 5--8 h, CA treatment increases the burst size while decreasing frequency before increasing frequency at a constant burst size at later treatment times. Dashed lines signify the constant burst size model line fits to the data at t = 0 and 24 h long duration treatment with the upper model using b\*B × 2 compared to the lower model. (b) Mean fluorescence, GFP variance, and noise magnitude (CV^2^) as a function of CA treatment durations from panel (a). The vertical dashed line at 4 h separates between two time-dependent regimes of noise oscillations (left) and the increase in the burst size (right). \[(c) and (d)\] In contrast to CA, addition of PYR shows no oscillations for time-dependent treatments and increases burst frequency at longer 12--24 h treatment durations. All measurements were performed in duplicate with the mean and standard error plotted.](ABPID9-000002-026106_1-g003){#f3}

Besides its role of inhibiting the BAF complex, CA is also reported to potently inhibit NF-κB and NFAT in the cell.[@c34] Marquez *et al.* have shown that CA inhibits NF-κB-dependent transcriptional activity and prevents NF-κB binding to DNA and transcriptional activity of a Gal4-p65 hybrid protein in treated Jurkat cells. In addition, CA inhibits both the DNA-binding and the transcriptional activity of NFAT.[@c35] CA inhibition of NF-κB, NFAT, and BAF affects large resource pools required for genome-wide regulation and results in time-dependent active translocation of transcription factor from the cytosol to the cell nucleus[@c39] and a modulation of the 2-state model before post-treatment steady states of global resources are achieved. Constant activation or inhibition of NF-κB has been shown to induce damped oscillations.[@c39] Repeated time-dependent oscillations with CA treatments are shown in Fig. S1 and are observed to have different periodicity. As transient noise tuning is observed with ensemble cell measurements by flow cytometry, this suggests that a majority of the population is initially synchronized in its response to treatment.

In comparison to CA, time-dependent treatment with PYR over 24 h showed no significant changes in noise and mean fluorescence for the first 12 h \[Figs. [3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. An increase in mean abundance and F, consistent with dose-dependent frequency modulation observed in Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, is detected between 12 and 24 h of treatment, much later than the time-dependent tuning observed with CA \[Fig. [3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\].

CA and PKC agonist combinations enhance the translational burst size {#s2E}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Protein kinase C (PKC) agonists TNF, Prostratin, and PMA potently initiate transcription by up-regulating production of NF-κB, AP-1, and NFAT.[@c42] All three of these transcription factors have binding sites in the LTR promoter[@c42] and result in transcriptional initiation and synergistic activation of HIV using drug cocktails.[@c14] Transcriptional activators which purely increase F have been shown to move along constant B model lines (Figs. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).[@c14] Sole treatment of the clonal LTR population with transcriptional activators shows an increase in ⟨FL⟩ and F and a decrease in noise (CV^2^) \[circles and dark grey bars, Figs. [4(a)--4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Upon combining treatment of CA and the PKC agonists (diamonds), CA pivots the noise coordinate of sole PKC treatments (circles) to a conserved constant noise level (dark grey and white bars), compared to CA treatment alone (triangles), with a large increase in both ⟨FL⟩ and variance \[Figs. [4(a)--4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. An 8× fold change in variance is observed for CA treatment alone compared to the untreated population \[Figs. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] and in combination with TNF, Prostratin, or PMA reaches fold changes of ∼45--63× depending on the concentration of CA used \[Fig. [4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Effects of BAF inhibitor CA and PKC agonists on gene expression and noise (a) LTR-d2GFP isoclone 20 treated with CA (triangles) increases the burst size and mean protein abundance with constant noise. CA also inhibits transcriptional activation and burst frequency by NF-κB and NFAT, while PKC agonists (circles) increase both burst frequency and translational burst size. When used together, the increase in burst frequency by PKCa activation is negated by CA and accentuates the increase in the translational burst size. Experimental results using flow cytometry show that CA increases GFP fluorescence in combination with PKC agonists with constant noise to a larger total PKC+CA driven B\*b model line (diamonds). From (a): (b) Iso 20 changes in fluorescence, (c) changes in the noise magnitude, and (d) Fold change in variance after the addition of various PKCa and CA drug combinations. Of the drug treatments tested, a maximal ∼63× increase in variance is observed with the addition of TNF with 2 *μ*M CA. (e) Transcriptional arrest with Flavopiridol to three LTR-d2GFP isoclone populations shows a shift in a ratio quantifying noise due to promoter fluctuations \[CV^2^ (t)/CV^2^ (t = 0 h)\][@c47] to higher amounts of post-transcriptional noise for both TNF and TNF+CA treatment. (f) Differential stability of two reporters, LTR-d2GFP and LTR-mCherry, allows the observation of CA treatment being strictly transcriptional with the model line deviation for d2GFP and a shift back to the model line for a stable mCherry reporter.[@c14] On the other hand, consistent with panel (e) and transcriptional arrest measurements, TNF and CA+TNF shift back to the model line for stable mCherry reporter but still show post-transcriptional or translational noise by deviations from the model. For comparison, known chromatin modifiers TSA and SAHA and their combinations with TNF are measured to show their shifts with the mCherry measurement. All measurements were performed in duplicate with the mean and standard error plotted.](ABPID9-000002-026106_1-g004){#f4}

PKC agonists increase phosphorylation of the elongation factor 1 (EF-1) family in the cytoplasm,[@c45] resulting in increased translation rate[@c45] and translational burst size (b). CA provides a dual role by BAFi relaxation of high nucleosome occupancy[@c18] with simultaneous inhibition of transcriptional initiation. This allows for PKC agonists which typically increase both F and b to now shift to primarily increase translational bursts \[Fig. [4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Here, the over-expression of NF-κB by PKC agonists is diverted away from strongly increasing F, while the increase in b by PKC agonists is more extenuated---presenting a third dial for tuning noise at both levels of transcription (B and F) and translation (b). Assuming that only b changes when TNF is combined with CA treatment, the measured ratio of b~TNF + CA~/b~CA~ = ∼3.25 and is comparable to the expected increase in the translation rate (k~p~) previously reported for PKC agonists[@c45] \[Eq. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, assuming constant γ~m~\].

To confirm that the combination of CA + PKC increases post-transcriptional noise, we utilized a reported method for distinguishing between alternate sources of noise of LTR promoter fluctuations versus birth/death of mRNA using time-dependent transcriptional arrest.[@c47] Time-dependent noise measurements were performed under transcription arrest using Flavopiridol at a concentration of 10 *μ*M. For untreated clones harboring the LTR promoter driving d2GFP, this method previously revealed that the LTR is dominated by noise from promoter fluctuations and not mRNA birth/death or post-transcriptional processes.[@c47] Three isoclones were tested for transcriptional arrest up for 10 h after pre-treatment with TNF, CA, and CA + TNF for 24 h \[Fig. [4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Along with untreated controls, all three isoclones displayed noise dominated by promoter fluctuations with CA with a noise ratio approaching 1 (red dashed line). Conversely, TNF and CA + TNF showed increased noise ratios, suggesting a shift towards increased post-transcriptional noise sources away from a promoter fluctuation dominated picture.[@c47] This result suggests that sole treatment with TNF simultaneously increases F and b, which is seen for the three TNF treated isoclones \[Fig. [2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\] and for each of the three PKC treatments \[Fig. [4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The magnitude of the noise ratio shifts for TNF + CA \[Fig. [4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] is inversely proportional to the untreated mean abundance and transcriptional burst size of the integration sites tested \[Fig. [2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Isoclone 70 has the largest noise ratio, followed by iso 20. Iso 47 showed no shift as it is heavily dominated by saturated burst frequency and high transcriptional burst size at high abundances[@c23] and thus remains dominated by promoter-fluctuations.

To confirm post-transcriptional noise modulation with CA + TNF treatment using an additional method, differential stability between two reporters driven by similar LTR promoters in the same clonal population was applied to distinguish between sources of noise.[@c14] Here, while a destabilized d2GFP reporter captures short-lived processes, the stable LTR-mCherry expression can only report shifts in post-transcriptional noise. For iso 70, a variety of treatments including histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors Trichostatin A (TSA) and Suberoylanilide Hydroxamic Acid (SAHA), TNF, and CA and their combinations show expected shifts of burst frequency and size with LTR-d2GFP \[Fig. [4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Integrated in the same clonal population, noise from the stable LTR-mCherry reveals that treatments solely affecting transcription strictly adhere to the model line including HDAC inhibitors and CA, while combinations with TNF (CA + TNF, TSA + TNF, and SAHA + TNF) and TNF alone deviate from the model line suggesting post-transcriptional noise modulation[@c14] \[Figs. [4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and S2, consistent with Fig. [4(e)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The results show that single treatment with CA and PKC agonists modifies LTR-d2GFP noise as previously shown (Figs. [2--4](#f2 f3 f4){ref-type="fig"}), but CA follows an ∼1/⟨FL⟩ model line for the stable LTR-mCherry \[Fig. [4(f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The CA + PKC combination results in an increase in noise from the ∼1/⟨FL⟩ model in both the d2GFP and mCherry reporters, suggesting that post-transcriptional noise is being altered by the combination treatment.

Finally, to demonstrate the ability to map out a detailed noise phase space by modulating F, B, and/or b, we combined PYR, CA, and TNF in different combinations and concentrations to test tunability and non-antagonistic modulation of LTR gene expression noise \[Figs. [5(a)--5(c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and Methods section\]. Different treatment combinations provide an extended tunable noise phase space, and notably, adding PYR to CA + TNF increases F in addition to the CA + TNF increase in B + b \[right facing triangles, Fig. [5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\] and is consistent with PYR acting alone \[circles, Figs. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\]. This further confirms that the two BAFis are non-antagonistic. Here, treatments expand the phase space to increase ⟨P⟩ up to 10× and CV^2^ decreases by half as compared to untreated values (Figs. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). PYR + CA dose dependent treatments showed strict adherence to the increased B model line \[downward facing triangles, Figs. [5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\], and dose dependent treatment of CA added to PYR + TNF showed a shift of increasing B until ending by shifting downwards \[Fig. [5(c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\], consistent with the PYR + CA treatments \[Fig. [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\]. Interestingly, increasing CA with either PYR or PYR + TNF results in movement down a constant B model line with increasing F \[Figs. [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [5(c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\]. The increases in B has already saturated with increasing CA \[triangles, Figs. [2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\], and non-antagonistic combinations with various PYR concentrations provide various amounts of increasing F (Figs. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). This is seen by an immediate F increase when increasing CA concentrations are combined with different concentrations of PYR \[Fig. [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\].

![BAF inhibitors along with PKC agonists provide non-antagonistic tunable control in a transcriptional and translational noise phase space. (a) CA dose response (triangles) increases the transcriptional burst size and PYR (circles) moves along a fixed transcriptional burst model line. CA and PYR increase the size and frequency independently when combined in a drug treatment. The average standard error for duplicate measurements for CV^2^ is ±0.02 and for ⟨FL⟩ is ±111. Error bars are omitted to reduce clutter in the phase space. Lines represent 4 different constant burst size models. CA and PYR concentrations are identical to Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. CA+PYR uses PYR at 3, 6, and 9 *μ*M with CA from 0.5 to 3.0 *μ*M. TNF is used at a constant of 10 ng/mL, and CA+TNF is as used in Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Finally, CA+PYR+TNF uses constant TNF with the CA+PYR combinations already described (right facing triangles). (b) Inset of PYR+CA dose response from (a). Shifts along a constant transcriptional burst size model line are seen for PYR combined with increasing CA. PYR alone moves along the fixed model line from the untreated cells. The increase in CA with constant PYR results in movement along the model line for different levels of PYR. Solid and dashed lines represent a constant burst size model from panel (a). (c) Inset of PYR+TNF+CA dose response from panel (a). The addition of increasing CA to constant concentrations of PYR+TNF results in an independent and extended movement of increased B followed by F in the far right portion of the noise space, requiring TNF treatment, for tuning B + b + F. Increasing CA concentration with constant PYR+TNF shows that movement to the right until maximal shift is achieved at 1--3 *μ*M CA at which point increased CA moves down similar to panel (b) (without TNF). All measurements were performed in duplicate. The dash-dotted line depicts a constant burst size model \[also from panel (a)\].](ABPID9-000002-026106_1-g005){#f5}

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

This study builds upon observations that BAF inhibition remodels nucleosome occupancy of the HIV LTR promoter and activates transcription.[@c18] With a recent noise drug screen showing that chromatin-modifying compounds enhance noise and transcriptional burst size,[@c14] we assess the ability of nucleosome remodeling to precisely tune gene expression noise. BAFis demonstrated orthogonal modification of transcriptional noise with PYR increasing the transcriptional burst frequency and CA increasing the transcriptional burst size (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Both modulated noise in a dose response manner and their combination showed non-antagonistic and additive tuning of frequency and size. Time-dependent treatments with CA revealed a non-continuous, two-phase modulation of noise. At early treatment times, CA displayed noise oscillations at a constant mean fluorescence followed by an increase in the burst size at later times (Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). A large increase of expression variance up to an ∼63× fold change was observed for combinations of CA with TNF while conserving noise levels and provided burst size enhancement at both levels of transcription and translation (B + b, Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Noise shifts were consistent between vastly different integration sites, suggesting that nucleosome occupancy targeting is applicable to a variety of genomic loci.

The ability of CA to inhibit transcriptional activation by simultaneously degrading the BAF250a subunit, remodeling nucleosome occupancy in the LTR promoter,[@c18] and inhibiting transcriptional activators presents a new type of noise modulating compound that can redirect the noise modulating activity of another drug \[e.g., TNF, Fig. [4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] and tune either transcriptional or translational noise when used in a noise drug cocktail.[@c14] Simultaneous modulation of multiple noise sources of gene circuits advances the complexity and future applications for tuning noise. In a recent study, Wong *et al.* investigate noise from the LTR promoter with different activation levels from low basal expressing integration sites.[@c48] TNF treatments show that both F and B can change depending on the integration site dependence and the local chromatin environment. They show that at low and high activatable integration sites, TNF treatment results in increased burst frequency and burst size, respectively,[@c23] and that this is caused by differences in histone acetylation and buildup of primed and paused RNA Pol II. Taken with the findings in this study, the ability of TNF to increase both the transcriptional burst frequency and the size along with the translational burst size makes TNF (and potentially other PKC agonists) a versatile noise modulating candidate for stochastic design using distinct noise tuning strategies. These findings may contribute to the future engineering of stochasticity using multiple compounds while minimizing the number of input signals required.[@c5]

Exogenous BAFi compounds, including the FDA-approved PYR, provide the advantage of defined and finite treatment durations for tuning noise without the need to integrate synthetic gene vectors into a target cell population. For regulating decisions on finite timescales, such as stem cell differentiation and reactivation of latent HIV, limited windows for tuning noise may be advantageous. Furthermore, the oscillatory and transient behavior of noise with CA treatment demonstrates that engineering noise can be dynamic and may require temporal control for different applications.

Understanding the long-term implications of fine-tuning gene expression noise requires its extension and development into biological applications. As the LTR and other similar promoters, like the Cytomegalovirus (CMV),[@c43] continue to be used in a variety of synthetic gene vectors, advanced methods for tuning noise in any gene of interest or regulatory motif may benefit from targeting BAF and nucleosome occupancy. Noise modulating drugs and BAFi cocktails have already been shown to synergize reactivation of HIV from latency.[@c14] Additional applications that may benefit from tuning noise include the control of bacterial persistence,[@c50] patterning during growth and development of multicellular tissues,[@c1] reprogramming of stem cell pluripotency,[@c12] and cancer gene therapies.[@c51] With systems and synthetic biology advancing towards engineering epigenetics,[@c52] this study highlights noise as a system-design element and provides principles for engineering stochasticity in biological systems.

METHODS {#s4}
=======

Cell lines and cell culture {#s4A}
---------------------------

Naïve Jurkats were obtained from ATCC, and LTR-d2GFP isoclone 20 was previously published in a noise drug screen[@c14] and was kindly provided by the Weinberger Laboratory at the Gladstone Institute at UCSF along with isoclones 41, 47, and 70. Infection of naïve Jurkats for the production of LTR-d2GFP isoclones has been previously described.[@c23] Both iso 41 and 47 are highly expressed integration sites, iso 70 is low, and iso 20 is mid-range.

Growth condition of T-cells {#s4B}
---------------------------

Jurkat cells were grown in RPMI 1640 media supplemented with [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine (Thermo Scientific), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Corning Cellgro). Cells were incubated with 5% CO~2~ at 37 °C.

Drug treatments {#s4C}
---------------

The isoclone 20 cell line was used to test dose responses of Caffeic acid phenethyl ester (CA or CAPE) and Pyrimethamine (PYR) in Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Both CA and PYR were acquired from Cayman Chemical. CA concentrations ranged from 0.1 *μ*M to 6 *μ*M, and PYR concentrations ranged from 1.5 *μ*M to 15 *μ*M. These concentrations were chosen based on the viability of the cells at certain drug concentrations. For treatments combining more than one drug, CA + PYR uses PYR at 3, 6, and 9 *μ*M with CA from 0.5 to 3.0 *μ*M. TNF (R&D Systems) was used at a constant of 10 ng/mL, and CA + TNF used in Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} uses CA at both 1 and 2 *μ*M. CA + PYR + TNF uses constant TNF with the CA + PYR combinations described. Prostratin was used at 3 *μ*M, and PMA used at 200 ng/mL, both acquired from Cayman Chemical. Cells were grown to a density of ∼1 × 10^6^ cells/mL before being transferred to 24 well plates for treatment. Measurements were performed on a BD LSRFortessa flow cytometer after 24 h of drug treatment.

Time-lapse experiments were also performed on isoclone 20 using PYR and CA. Flow cytometry was performed to measure the response from seventeen different time points for each drug. Cells were grown to a density of ∼1 × 10^6^ cells/mL before being transferred to 24 well plates for treatment. Drug was added at set time intervals, and measurements were all performed after 24 h.

All experiments included a Naïve Jurkat and untreated controls.

Stochastic modeling and simulations {#s4D}
-----------------------------------

Using Eqs. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the relationship between CV^2^ and ⟨FL⟩ can be modelled as ${CV}^{2} = {{bB}/\left\langle P \right\rangle}$. With constant transcriptional and translational burst sizes, the model is a straight line with a slope of −1 on a log-log scale.

Gillespie algorithm was used to perform stochastic simulations.[@c53] The simulation of the 2-state model of Fig. [1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} starts with both steady state mRNA and protein levels and with the gene in the OFF state. It stops after 9 h of simulation time, and the last 6 h of data are analyzed to simulate a random starting condition within the biophysical range. Data resolution is one sample point per minute. Relevant parameters used for this system are listed in Table S1 and adapted from the study of Dar *et al.*[@c23] For each noise modulating scenario simulated in Fig. [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, a total of 10 000 simulations were performed. The histograms of Fig. [1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} take all simulated data points into consideration, while the scatter plots of Fig. [1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} use the mean value of each population.

Extrinsic noise filtering and autofluorescence correction {#s4E}
---------------------------------------------------------

For flow cytometry data, FCS Express 5 was used to analyze a region of interest (ROI) containing the highest concentration of cells from each treatment sample. This ROI contains about 3000 cells of 50 000 total live cells collected per sample. The mean and variance of the fluorescence within the ROI are calculated from each treatment. Next, the values are corrected using the following formula: $$\mu_{\text{corr}} = \mu_{\text{treat}} - \mu_{N},$$ $$\sigma_{\text{corr}}^{2} = \sigma_{\text{treat}}^{2} - \sigma_{N}^{2},$$where $\mu_{\text{corr}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{corr}}^{2}$ stand for the corrected mean and variance for each treatment, $\mu_{\text{treat}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{treat}}^{2}$ stand for the raw mean and variance for each treatment, and $\mu_{N}$ and $\sigma_{N}^{2}$ stand for the mean and variance of a non-fluorescent naïve Jurkat sample. The sample mean fluorescence is $\mu_{\text{corr}}$, and the sample CV^2^ is calculated as $\sigma_{\text{corr}}^{2}/\mu_{\text{corr}}^{2}$. The correction has been previously defined in the supporting material in the study of Newman *et al.*[@c54]

Confirmation of the post-transcriptional noise shift by CA + TNF {#s4G}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Confirmation of noise shifts from primarily affecting promoter fluctuations (CA, PYR, and TNF) to post-transcriptional sources was performed using two different noise modulation methods: 1.Transcriptional arrest[@c47]After 24 h of treatments, Flavopiridol was used in tandem to halt transcription prior to quantifying noise. Three Jurkat isoclones were used to demonstrate the effects of noise modulation at high (isoclone 47), low (isoclone 70), and moderate (isoclone 20) intensities of d2GFP fluorescence. The cells were treated for 24 h with final concentrations of TNF at 10 ng/mL, CA at 2 *μ*M/mL, and Flavopiridol at 10 *μ*M. Treatment with CA and TNF occurred 24 h before performing flow cytometry, and Flavopiridol was added 10 h before the measurement. Quantification and analysis of post-transcriptional noise were performed as previously reported.[@c47]2.Differential stability two-reporter system[@c14]A previous report used two reporters, a destabilized d2GFP and a stable mCherry off of two identical LTR promoters in the same clonal cell population to identify which noise increased upon treatments.[@c14] The stable mCherry filters promoter fluctuation noise and is dominated by post-transcriptional noise, specifically translational bursting. Compounds targeting transcription will change d2GFP noise with mCherry remaining constrained to an ∼1/⟨FL⟩ model line, while post-transcriptional noise modulators will increase noise in both d2GFP and mCherry channels.

Ethics approval was not required to perform this research.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL {#s5}
======================

See [supplementary material](ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/apl_bioengineering/E-ABPID9-2-007802) for additional supplementary figures and table.
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